# TH LÜBECK INFORMATION FOR THE ONLINE LEARNING AGREEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Erasmus Code</th>
<th>D LUBECK03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Departments** | • Applied Natural Sciences  
• Architecture and Civil Engineering  
• Electrical Engineering and Computer Science  
• Mechanical Engineering and Business Administration |
| **Contact person for incoming students** | Mrs. Ulrike Reincke  
Ulrike.reincke@th-luebeck.de |
| **Responsible person at the receiving institution (person to sign the learning agreement) = departmental coordinator** | **Applied Natural Sciences**  
Mrs. Silke Venker, silke.venker@th-luebeck.de  
• Biomedical Engineering  
• Environmental Engineering  

**Architecture and Civil Engineering**  
Mr. Christoph Külls, Christoph.kuells@th-luebeck.de  
• Water Engineering  

**Electrical Engineering and Computer Science**  
Mr. Peter Bartmann, peter.bartmann@th-luebeck.de  
• ISE Electrical Engineering  
• Information Technology  
• Applied Information Technology  
• Computer Science  

**Mechanical Engineering and Business Administration**  
Mrs. Sandra Achilles, Sandra.achilles@th-luebeck.de  
• International Business  
• ISM Mechanical Engineering  
• ISW Engineering and Business Management  
• Mechanical Engineering  

| Curriculum, courses and ECTS credits | Regular study programs in German: [https://www.th-luebeck.de/studium-und-weiterbildung/studienangebot/studiengaenge/](https://www.th-luebeck.de/studium-und-weiterbildung/studienangebot/studiengaenge/)  
Course offer in English for Incoming exchange students: See separate sheet provided by the International Office |
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